Sports

Rifle triumphs in five-way meet

By Jerome Dausman

The MIT varsity rifle team started its collegiate season last Saturday by taking first place in a five-way match. The result was a big surprise for the New England Rifle League's top-ranked team, University of Maine, who were overpowered by 29 points.

MIT scored 2179 out of a possible 2400 points. Leading the Engineers was co-captain Jerome Dausman '76 with a 559, high score for the match. Sophomore Bob Lucktider placed third with a 547 total, including a 98 kneeling. One of the highest kneeling scores shot on the MIT range. Placing sixth was co-captain Jesse Villagran '77, followed by junior Glenn Graham's 535.

Coast Guard took third place with a 2109. Fourth place went to URI with a score of 2104, led by Griny Gerald's 554, good for second place in the individual competition. Providence College was fifth with a 1975 total.

Sunday the MIT team hosted its first tournament of the year. Coming back after Saturday's disappointment was UMaine, as the Black Bears took first place and high iron sight score (Wallingford), third place and high woman (Byrnes), and both place and high junior (Tobin). Second place in the match went to MIT's Dausman.

Engineers edge BC, 7-6

By Charles Cox

The MIT varsity soccer team completed its season with a rather poor finish. Two losses this week, 5-2 to Coast Guard and 7-1 to Harvard both ended with lackluster second half play as the other team scored several goals.

The Coast Guard game was played by a fraction of the early season squad. Between injuries and illness the team had been depleted to thirteen, plus goalies. With a lot of hustle and a goal from Frank Knappe '77 and Jan Krusak '77, the team started to toe. Coast Guard scored five goals as the second half continued through a combination of its steadfast play and MIT's fading and inexperience.

The Harvard game was simply one mistake after another, all being turned into goals. A score in the first two minutes and the last two minutes of the first game gave Harvard a 2-0 lead. Although an error brought the score to 3-0, MIT had looked sharp at the start of the second period. A good drive resulted in an MIT goal, when Krusak put in a shot from twenty yards out. Yet the upward was shortened and Harvard pounded the MIT net with four more scores, breaking the game wide open.

The season was very disappointing for all those who had been a part of it from the start. Injuries were the main problem, but the team did not need any of the missing team members to produce a full squad. The frequent mistakes and off performances might have resulted in part from all the ups and downs of the lineup. Except for seniors Greg Hunter, Paul Femandez, Charlie Somers, Fred Tanezula, and Paul Colier, those who will be back look for an improvement next year.

The ball for long yardage on attack and consistently broke BC's line on defense.

The Engineers met their match, however, in a BC pack that controlled the scrumages well despite MIT's ability to set down lower. The Eagles accomplished this through a combination of aggressive play and sheer weight.

The 'B' side fared worse, losing 1-0, as Charlie Maier '76 scored the lone Engineers try and Tom Bryant G converted. BC soon came back with three tries, one conversion, and one penalty kick.

BC's pack held the upper hand in this game, also, but not to the extent that the Schenectady 'B' side dominated the match of the week before. The Engineers suffered a 54-14 shellacking at the hands of the Red. MIT plays its last game of the season at home this Saturday against Tufts. Kickoff is at 1:30.

Harvard trips soccer

By Gregg Fenton
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